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in this masterfully written text moller powerfully critiques how modern technology and bureaucracy along with professionalization have come to
dehumanize the experience of death for both the dying and their survivors beginning with an historical overview of traditional patterns of death and
dying moller examines the technological advances of the medical profession and the effects both social and individual that modern medicine has had
on our perception of death including pain and suffering the expanding gap between clinical and spiritual death and how our traditional social
apparatuses help us to respond to death and dying chapters on funerals grief suicide the death of children the holocaust and a critique of therapeutic
models illustrate how doctors have come to control the process of dying how professional funeral directors dominate funerals and how professional
therapists channel the grief of survivors invaluable for psychology nursing and religion courses in death and dying this text offers a penetrating
synthesis of the complex personal and social issues surrounding our mortality this open access book describes methods of mortality forecasting and discusses possible
improvements it contains a selection of previously unpublished and published papers which together provide a state of the art overview of statistical
approaches as well as behavioural and biological perspectives the different parts of the book provide discussions of current practice probabilistic
forecasting the linearity in the increase of life expectancy causes of death and the role of cohort factors the key question in the book is whether it is
possible to project future mortality accurately and if so what is the best approach this makes the book a valuable read to demographers pension
planners actuaries and all those interested and or working in modelling and forecasting mortality

indonesia has been remarkably successful in achieving its development objectives over the past 25 years
although it is still a low income country its tradition of sound economic management has laid the foundations for continued progress in the decades
ahead as the indonesian government formulates its second long term development plan issues of environmental quality and sustainability raise new
concerns this report examines environmental issues assesses their implications for the achievement of development goals and suggests an action plan
that would help to ensure that those goals will be met the analysis of current environmental conditions and trends and of the likely impact of future
growth leads to three main conclusions future growth will depend increasingly on indonesias stock of key natural resources and the sustainability of
critical ecosystems the industrial sector will continue to expand in urban areas where growing congestion and industrial pollution pose an immediate
threat to health and human welfare this will eventually lead to negative effects on the economy as a result of rapid growth environment related issues
of equity among the population will become increasingly important resources values and development contains many of amartya sen's path breaking
contributions to development economics including papers on resource allocation in nonwage systems shadow pricing employment policy welfare
economics poverty assessment gender based inequality and hunger and famines in 1950 men and women in the united states had a combined life
expectancy of 68 9 years the 12th highest life expectancy at birth in the world today life expectancy is up to 79 2 years yet the country is now 28th on
the list behind the united kingdom korea canada and france among others the united states does have higher rates of infant mortality and violent deaths
than in other developed countries but these factors do not fully account for the country's relatively poor ranking in life expectancy international
differences in mortality at older ages dimensions and sources examines patterns in international differences in life expectancy above age 50 and
assesses the evidence and arguments that have been advanced to explain the poor position of the united states relative to other countries the papers in
this deeply researched volume identify gaps in measurement data theory and research design and pinpoint areas for future high priority research in this
area in addition to examining the differences in mortality around the world the papers in international differences in mortality at older ages look at
health factors and life style choices commonly believed to contribute to the observed international differences in life expectancy they also identify strategic opportunities for health related interventions this book offers a wide variety of disciplinary and scholarly perspectives to the study of mortality and it offers in depth analyses that can serve health professionals policy makers statisticians and researchers of the many changes that have taken place in western society during the past two centuries few have been more significant than the steep fall in infant and child mortality however the timing and causes of the decline are still poorly understood while some scholars attribute it to general improvements in living standards others emphasize the role of social intervention and public health reforms written by specialists from several disciplinary fields the twelve essays in this book break entirely new ground by providing a long term perspective that challenges some deep rooted ideas about the european experience of mortality decline and may help explain the forces and causal relationships behind the still tragic incidence of preventable infant and child deaths in many parts of the world today this book will become a standard work for students and researchers in demography social and economic history population geography and the history of medicine and it will be of interest to anyone concerned with current debates on the policies to be adopted to curb infant and child mortality in both developed and developing countries this eye opening study adds to the scarce scholarly literature on professional athletes bringing empirical rigor to issues often clouded by mystery and hearsay it identifies socioeconomic demographic and career variables as risk factors for mortality among former nba and nfl players along with hypotheses to be tested relating to elite athletes and other u s populations a detailed multivariate analysis compares mortality factors rates and outcomes within and between the two leagues comparing them also with the general u s male population the findings and conclusions gleaned from this research offer possibilities for future research to improve health and quality of life in this specific athlete cohort among athletes in general in other groups and in the larger society potential risk factors analyzed in this groundbreaking study race body mass index bmi u s birthplace region northeast west midwest south years of playing experience playing position mortality and its risk factors among professional athletes will spark interest among professionals and researchers in public health sports medicine and epidemiology current and former nba and nfl players their families coaches trainers and union representatives non professional basketball and football players athletes from other sports and their families coaches and trainers social scientists policymakers obesity researchers parents of children who play contact sports students teachers and researchers in occupational health and racial disparities and health care providers this book addressing an emerging field of study ethics and games and answers how we can better design and use games to foster ethical thinking and discourse in classrooms provided by publisher a user friendly guide to making expert decisions on life insurance policies 1485? ?????   ????? ????? 1485? ?????? 1?21?6? this volume is a collection of 21 papers comprising conceptual and technical issues non mammalian models and mammalian models and including issues such as aging of the female reproductive system and computer modelling in the study of aging in both developed and developing countries the elderly have enjoyed significant declines in mortality and increased survival at the same time these trends have also given rise to many uncertainties and demands on resources which are often not given their due attention future mortality declines particularly among the elderly are often overshadowed by fears of their increasing share of the total population and the demands that this places on society to resolve the problems stemming from longer survival problems for example which are not just a question of guaranteeing longer life but also of ensuring an acceptable health status in recent years there has been a substantial literature on many facets of the daily lives of the elderly this volume is a further contribution to the literature pinpointing the most recent trends in the survival of the elderly and in their physical and mental health it also describes possible scenarios for the early decades of the twenty first century to delineate current knowledge with regard to the health and survival of the elderly is a first step towards preparing projections and improving the efficacy of health policies for the elderly the first section of this volume is dedicated to a discussion about the age at which people become elderly and to the application of evolutionary theory to demographic models of human mortality the second section looks in more detail at different aspects of morbidity and mortality trends and their underlying causes the third section deals with mortality projections ranging from the hypotheses to problems
of methodology the fourth section covers social and health strategies to improve the survival and quality of life of the elderly in view of the fact that more and more people may expect to live longer and longer and perhaps in increasingly better health the manual of hypertension of the european society of hypertension reflects emerging concepts that have the potential to impact diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to hypertension updating all material this new edition also delves into a number of areas that have received heightened interest in recent years or have become a matter of debate due to the controversial interpretation of the available data features reflects emerging concepts impacting diagnostic and therapeutic approaches explores background history epidemiology and risk factors describes pharmacological nonpharmacological and medical treatments examines hypertension in special populations and treatment population aging raises a number of issues regarding the optimality of public debt policy and the systems of public pension provisions that are in use in developed countries the studies in this book address these questions using computable general equilibrium models they give illuminating insights and new empirical estimates of future prospects of pay as you go pension schemes in the big seven oecd countries the possible distortions introduced by the pension systems in four large european economies the effects of lifetime uncertainty in analyzing a potential reform of the dutch pension system effects of increasing international mobility of financial capital to pension policies and public debt reduction policies in relation to possible adverse effects of taxation on wage formation and unemployment in classical life insurance mathematics the obligations of the insurance company towards the policy holders were calculated on artificial conservative assumptions on mortality and interest rates however this approach is being superseded by developments in international accounting and solvency standards coupled with other advances enabling a market based valuation of risk i e its price if traded in a free market the book describes these approaches and is the first to explain them in conjunction with more traditional methods the various chapters address specific aspects of market based valuation the exposition integrates methods and results from financial and insurance mathematics and is based on the entries in a life insurance company s market accounting scheme the book will be of great interest and use to students and practitioners who need an introduction to this area and who seek a practical yet sound guide to life insurance accounting and product development this volume traces the history of antisemitism from antiquity through contemporary manifestations of the discrimination of jews it documents the religious sociological political and economic contexts in which antisemitism thrived and thrives and shows how such circumstances served as support and reinforcement for a curtailment of the jews social status the volume sheds light on historical processes of discrimination and identifies them as a key factor in the contemporary and future fight against antisemitism clinical cardiology current practice guidelines updated edition is an essential tool for the busy clinician offering succinct yet detailed access to the most recent trial and guideline data supporting practice and patient management in cardiology esc and acc aha guidelines are continually updated and often overlap in their advice making it difficult for the cardiologist to obtain a clear picture of the right way to diagnose and treat disease according to the latest evidence base written by leading authorities in the field this book together with its regularly updated online version provides a unique solution the authors have scrutinized all available guidelines and research from both acc aha and esc on every clinical issue the result is a rigorous examination of the implications of published guidance illustrated by more than 600 easy to follow tables and 200 full colour images which reinforce key points and clarify difficult concepts 87 comprehensive chapters explore the definition epidemiology pathophysiology diagnosis and management of cardiac disease two new chapters examine the univentricular heart and venous thrombembolism each chapter encompasses the latest published research followed by discussions of possible presentations and investigations offering detailed insights for clinicians into best practice for diagnosis and treatment providing at a glance access to the best guidance in cardiology this book offers a diagnosis and management toolkit which no practising cardiologist can afford to be without a comprehensive textbook on the tools of mathematical sociology and their applications mathematical models and computer simulations of complex social systems have become everyday tools in sociology yet until now students had no up to date textbook from which to learn these techniques introduction to mathematical sociology fills this gap providing undergraduates with a comprehensive self contained primer on the mathematical tools and applications that sociologists use to understand social behavior phillip bonacich and philip lu cover all the
essential mathematics including linear algebra graph theory set theory game theory and probability they show how to apply these mathematical tools
to demography patterns of power influence and friendship in social networks markov chains the evolution and stability of cooperation in human
groups chaotic and complex systems and more introduction to mathematical sociology also features numerous exercises throughout and is
accompanied by easy to use mathematica based computer simulations that students can use to examine the effects of changing parameters on model
behavior provides an up to date and self contained introduction to mathematical sociology explains essential mathematical tools and their applications
includes numerous exercises throughout features easy to use computer simulations to help students master concepts

Mortality and Death 2022* in this masterfully written text moller powerfully critiques how modern technology and bureaucracy along with
professionalization have come to dehumanize the experience of death for both the dying and their survivors beginning with an historical overview of
traditional patterns of death and dying moller examines the technological advances of the medical profession and the effects both social and individual
that modern medicine has had on our perception of death including pain and suffering the expanding gap between clinical and spiritual death and how
our traditional social apparatuses help us to respond to death and dying chapters on funerals grief suicide the death of children the holocaust and a
critique of therapeutic models illustrate how doctors have come to control the process of dying how professional funeral directors dominate funerals
and how professional therapists channel the grief of survivors invaluable for psychology nursing and religion courses in death and dying this text
offers a penetrating synthesis of the complex personal and social issues surrounding our mortality
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Current Mortality Analysis 1943 this open access book describes methods of mortality forecasting and discusses possible improvements it contains
a selection of previously unpublished and published papers which together provide a state of the art overview of statistical approaches as well as
behavioural and biological perspectives the different parts of the book provide discussions of current practice probabilistic forecasting the linearity in
the increase of life expectancy causes of death and the role of cohort factors the key question in the book is whether it is possible to project future
mortality accurately and if so what is the best approach this makes the book a valuable read to demographers pension planners actuaries and all those
interested and or working in modelling and forecasting mortality

A Method of Projecting Mortality Rates Based on Postwar International Experience 1958 indonesia has been remarkably successful in achieving
its development objectives over the past 25 years although it is still a low income country its tradition of sound economic management has laid the
foundations for continued progress in the decades ahead as the indonesian government formulates its second long term development plan issues of
environmental quality and sustainability raise new concerns this report examines environmental issues assesses their implications for the achievement
of development goals and suggests an action plan that would help to ensure that those goals will be met the analysis of current environmental
conditions and trends and of the likely impact of future growth leads to three main conclusions future growth will depend increasingly on indonesia s
stock of key natural resources and the sustainability of critical ecosystems the industrial sector will continue to expand in urban areas where growing
congestion and industrial pollution pose an immediate threat to health and human welfare this will eventually lead to negative effects on the economy
as a result of rapid growth environment related issues of equity among the population will become increasingly important

The Methods and Materials of Demography 1975 resources values and development contains many of amartya sen s path breaking contributions to
development economics including papers on resource allocation in nonwage systems shadow pricing employment policy welfare economics poverty
assessment gender based inequality and hunger and famines

Mortality Surveillance System 1994 in 1950 men and women in the united states had a combined life expectancy of 68 9 years the 12th highest life
expectancy at birth in the world today life expectancy is up to 79.2 years yet the country is now 28th on the list behind the United Kingdom, Korea, Canada, and France. Among others, the United States does have higher rates of infant mortality and violent deaths than in other developed countries, but these factors do not fully account for the country's relatively poor ranking in life expectancy. International differences in mortality at older ages and sources examine patterns in international differences in life expectancy above age 50 and assess the evidence and arguments that have been advanced to explain the poor position of the United States relative to other countries. The papers in this volume identify gaps in measurement, data theory, and research design and pinpoint areas for future high priority research in this area. In addition to examining the differences in mortality around the world, the papers in international differences in mortality at older ages look at health factors and lifestyle choices commonly believed to contribute to the observed international differences in life expectancy. They also identify strategic opportunities for health-related interventions.

This book offers a wide variety of disciplinary and scholarly perspectives to the study of mortality and it offers in-depth analyses that can serve health professionals, policy makers, statisticians, and researchers.

Old and New Perspectives on Mortality Forecasting 2019-03-28 of the many changes that have taken place in western society during the past two centuries, few have been more significant than the steep fall in infant and child mortality. However, the timing and causes of the decline are still poorly understood while some scholars attribute it to general improvements in living standards, others emphasize the role of social intervention and public health reforms. Written by specialists from several disciplinary fields, the twelve essays in this book break entirely new ground by providing a long-term perspective that challenges some deep-rooted ideas about the European experience of mortality decline and may help explain the forces and causal relationships behind the still tragic incidence of preventable infant and child deaths in many parts of the world today. This book will become a standard work for students and researchers in demography, social and economic history, population geography, and the history of medicine, and it will be of interest to anyone concerned with current debates on the policies to be adopted to curb infant and child mortality in both developed and developing countries.

1997-07-25 This eye-opening study adds to the scarce scholarly literature on professional athletes, bringing empirical rigor to issues often clouded by mystery and hearsay. It identifies socioeconomic, demographic, and career variables as risk factors for mortality among former NBA and NFL players along with hypotheses to be tested relating to elite athletes and other U.S. populations. A detailed multivariate analysis compares mortality factors rates and outcomes within and between the two leagues, comparing them also with the general U.S. male population. The findings and conclusions gleaned from this research offer possibilities for future research to improve health and quality of life in this specific athlete cohort among athletes in general in other groups and in the larger society. Potential risk factors analyzed in this groundbreaking study include race, body mass index (BMI), U.S. birthplace, region, northeast, west, midwest, south, years of playing experience, playing position, and mortality and its risk factors among professional athletes.

1993 This book addresses an emerging field of study: ethics and games. It answers how we can better design and use games to foster ethical thinking and discourse in classrooms.

Resources, Values and Development 1997 This volume is a collection of 21 papers comprising conceptual and technical issues non-mammalian models and mammalian models and including issues such as aging of the female reproductive system and computer modeling in the study of aging.
Assigning Values to Life 2011-02-27 in both developed and developing countries the elderly have enjoyed significant declines in mortality and increased survival at the same time these trends have also given rise to many uncertainties and demands on resources which are often not given their due attention future mortality declines particularly among the elderly are often overshadowed by fears of their increasing share of the total population and the demands that this places on society to resolve the problems stemming from longer survival problems for example which are not just a question of guaranteeing longer life but also of ensuring an acceptable health status in recent years there has been a substantial literature on many facets of the daily lives of the elderly this volume is a further contribution to the literature pinpointing the most recent trends in the survival of the elderly and in their physical and mental health it also describes possible scenarios for the early decades of the twenty first century to delineate current knowledge with regard to the health and survival of the elderly is a first step towards preparing projections and improving the efficacy of health policies for the elderly the first section of this volume is dedicated to a discussion about the age at which people become elderly and to the application of evolutionary theory to demographic models of human mortality the second section looks in more detail at different aspects of morbidity and mortality trends and their underlying causes the third section deals with mortality projections ranging from the hypotheses to problems of methodology the fourth section covers social and health strategies to improve the survival and quality of life of the elderly in view of the fact that more and more people may expect to live longer and longer and perhaps in increasingly better health

International Differences in Mortality at Older Ages 2023-12-11 the manual of hypertension of the european society of hypertension reflects emerging concepts that have the potential to impact diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to hypertension updating all material this new edition also delves into a number of areas that have received heightened interest in recent years or have become a matter of debate due to the controversial interpretation of the available data features reflects emerging concepts impacting diagnostic and therapeutic approaches explores background history epidemiology and risk factors describes pharmacological nonpharmacological and medical treatments examines hypertension in special populations and treatment

The Decline of Infant and Child Mortality 1885 population aging raises a number of issues regarding the optimality of public debt policy and the systems of public pension provisions that are in use in developed countries the studies in this book address these questions using computable general equilibrium models they give illuminating insights and new empirical estimates of future prospects of pay as you go pension schemes in the big seven oecd countries the possible distortions introduced by the pension systems in four large european economies the effects of lifetime uncertainty in analyzing a potential reform of the dutch pension system effects of increasing international mobility of financial capital to pension policies and public debt reduction policies in relation to possible adverse effects of taxation on wage formation and unemployment

The exhibition record, a descriptive account of the principal exhibits, compiled from special suppl. issued with the 'Sanitary record'. 2018-03-27 in classical life insurance mathematics the obligations of the insurance company towards the policy holders were calculated on artificial conservative assumptions on mortality and interest rates however this approach is being superseded by developments in international accounting and solvency standards coupled with other advances enabling a market based valuation of risk i e its price if traded in a free market the book describes these approaches and is the first to explain them in conjunction with more traditional methods the various chapters address specific aspects of market based valuation the exposition integrates methods and results from financial and insurance mathematics and is based on the entries in a life insurance company s market accounting scheme the book will be of great interest and use to students and practitioners who need an introduction to this area and who seek a practical yet sound guide to life insurance accounting and product development

Mortality and Its Risk Factors Among Professional Athletes 2024-01-02 this volume traces the history of antisemitism from antiquity through contemporary manifestations of the discrimination of jews it documents the religious sociological political and economic contexts in which antisemitism thrived and thrives and shows how such circumstances served as support and reinforcement for a curtailment of the jews social status the volume sheds light on historical processes of discrimination and identifies them as a key factor in the contemporary and future fight against
Outcome of sepsis and prediction of mortality risk 2010-02-28 clinical cardiology current practice guidelines updated edition is an essential tool for the busy clinician offering succinct yet detailed access to the most recent trial and guideline data supporting practice and patient management in cardiology esc and acc aha guidelines are continually updated and often overlap in their advice making it difficult for the cardiologist to obtain a clear picture of the right way to diagnose and treat disease according to the latest evidence base written by leading authorities in the field this book together with its regularly updated online version provides a unique solution the authors have scrutinized all available guidelines and research from both acc aha and esc on every clinical issue the result is a rigorous examination of the implications of published guidance illustrated by more than 600 easy to follow tables and 200 full colour images which reinforce key points and clarify difficult concepts 87 comprehensive chapters explore the definition epidemiology pathophysiology diagnosis and management of cardiac disease two new chapters examine the univentricular heart and venous thrombembolism each chapter encompasses the latest published research followed by discussions of possible presentations and investigations offering detailed insights for clinicians into best practice for diagnosis and treatment providing at a glance access to the best guidance in cardiology this book offers a diagnosis and management toolkit which no practising cardiologist can afford to be without

Ethics and Game Design: Teaching Values through Play 1973 a comprehensive textbook on the tools of mathematical sociology and their applications mathematical models and computer simulations of complex social systems have become everyday tools in sociology yet until now students had no up to date textbook from which to learn these techniques introduction to mathematical sociology fills this gap providing undergraduates with a comprehensive self contained primer on the mathematical tools and applications that sociologists use to understand social behavior phillip bonacich and philip lu cover all the essential mathematics including linear algebra graph theory set theory game theory and probability they show how to apply these mathematical tools to demography patterns of power influence and friendship in social networks markov chains the evolution and stability of cooperation in human groups chaotic and complex systems and more introduction to mathematical sociology also features numerous exercises throughout and is accompanied by easy to use mathematica based computer simulations that students can use to examine the effects of changing parameters on model behavior provides an up to date and self contained introduction to mathematical sociology explains essential mathematical tools and their applications includes numerous exercises throughout features easy to use computer simulations to help students master concepts
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